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Background. The concept of the coastal zone as an area
requiring separate management and regulatory authority has
emerged and rather fitfully progressed over the past decade.
Relevant bills were brought up in Congress and argued end
lessly during the Sixties. At length the Coastal Zone Man
agement Act of 1972 [1] was passed, providing federal funds
to the coastal states and giving the job of administration
to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

One of NOAA's first tasks was the development of guidelines
which would provide specifics, lacking in the Act itself,
with respect to how the states might go about managing their
coastal zones. The Act of 1972 contained much poetry, for
its writers were men of poetic vision. Nevertheless, people
with knowledge of the coastal zone, and of the methodology
required to assess its condition and resources, could readily
infer from the sweep and context of Sections 302 through 305
that a necessary part of any state's management program
should be the collection of information on what its coastal
zone is like and what is going on there.

Thus, when the NOAA guidelines for obtaining program develop
ment grants were published in November of 1972 [2], they con
tained an important section, "Subpart 3 - Research and Tech
nical Support". This said, in part, "The process of inven
torying and mapping the nature of a state's (coastal) zone....
almost certainly will benefit from the application of tech
niques such as those employing remote sensing". Subpart C
continued at length, making an excellent case for the states'
obtaining baseline environmental data and maintaining the
currency of such data through monitoring efforts. The subse
quent guidelines for applying for Section 306 grants [3] con
tain an interpretation of Sections 302 and 303 of the Act of
1972 and an indication that a mechanism for acquiring new en
vironmental data would be considered an important part of a
state's management program [ibid, 923.4].
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Lfficient management requires good management information.
Most states have been caught short with respect to the accu
racy and timeliness of the coastal environmental data avail
able to them. The problem of lack of data is widespread and
is not really the fault of the states. The key problem is
that most of the basic mapping data for practically all
states is woefully out of date. The two federal agencies
responsible for land and water mapping in the coastal zone
are the U.S. Geological Survey from the Department of Interior
and the National Ocean Survey from the Department of Commerce.
They simply do not have the resources to make resurveys of all
coastal areas on a reasonable schedule, say every ten years on
the average. In Texas, for instance, many of the coastal
7 1/2 minute quadrangle are decades old with respect to base
information. Similarly, much of the basic data for NOS charts
of Texas' coastal waters go back, in some cases, to before the
turn of the century. The situation in Texas is by no means
unique. This means that currently published maps and charts
of many states' coastal areas show shoreline locations, coast
al culture and topography, and coastal water depths which are
often substantially in error. Because the USC.S and NOS are
unable to mount a crash program for updating coastal maps and
charts, it is obvious that an early solution to the problem of
current coastal zone base data will not be provided by the
federal government.

In sum, current environmental data are necessary as management
information for states' coastal zone management programs, a
fact that is recognized and stressed by NOAA's Office of
Coastal Zone Management. Existing environmental baseline
information for coastal areas, in map format or otherwise, is
sketchy, outdated or non-existent. Therefore, states should
plan on providing for themselves the necessary means for
gathering needed up-to-date information on the various coastal
areas which they will be required to manage.

Mapping and Monitoring - Definitions. The cartographic por
trayal, on a satisfactory base map, of an accumulation of re
lated parametric data of reasonable accuracy, acquired over
not too long a period of time, is called a "baseline map".
The baseline map becomes the standard against which any sub
sequent changes in those parameters arc to be measured.
Monitoring, in this sense, is the periodic gathering of new
data for purposes of comparison with the baseline information
in order that changes and trends may be documented. F.very ef
fort should be made to utilize monitoring data in the contin
ual updata of baseline maps, thus maintaining their relevance
and currency.
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The purpose of baseline mapping is the production of an accu
rate synoptic map of a given area, i.e. the task is oriented
to area. Monitoring, on the other hand, is quite often prob
lem oriented and is therefore concerned with what is going on
at a given point with respect to a particular phenomenon or
activity. The area of monitoring interest will probably not
coincide with the geographic boundaries of a given baseline
map.

This brings up a key point. While it is important to use mon
itoring data to update baseline maps, it is not essential to
the conduct of environmental monitoring that there be baseline
maps of the area in which monitoring is done. When dealing
with a local problem (e.g., heat effluent from a power plant,
cannery effluent, dredge material drift onto, oyster beds) in
the absence of baseline information, the initial monitoring
effort becomes the baseline for that particular problem. Sub
sequent monitoring data will point up changes and trends. To
make maximum use of a monitoring capability, one should, if at
all possible, conduct the initial monitoring survey before the
problem-creating mechanism goes into effect, i.e., before the
power plant goes into operation, before the cannerv begins its
discharge and before the dredging is done near the'oyster bed.
To manage the coastal zone effectively, the manager should de
termine: (1) the initial environmental and/or ecological con
dition at some given time, (2) the changes that have occurred
as a result of a subsequent natural event or human activity,
(3) the continuing trends, and (4) whether things are getting
better or worse.

The first item presupposes a reasonable set of baseline maps
of the coastal area. The State of Texas, for example, has
available a comprehensive series of maps currently being com
piled by the Bureau of Economic Geology at the University of
Texas [4]. Some of the information on these maps is out of
date for reasons previously discussed. In addition, the scale
is rather smaller than might be desired, being 1:125,000 rath
er than the better detailed 1:24,000 of the USGS 7 1/2 minute
quads. Nevertheless, they comprise a fairly good startinu
point.

Given the existence of these or similar maps, or even outdated
quads and charts, the coastal zone manager can use a monitor
ing system to not only answer the questions of changes and
trends, but also to upgrade his baseline maps as well. This
can be done in an economical, timely and reasonably precise
manner by use of remote sensing techniques.
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Remote Sensing Definitions and Theory. Remote sensing is
merely the detection from a distance of something of interest.
The normal human eye is an excellent remote sensor. Seeing a
tree at a distance of a hundred meters, we can usually tell
from its shape, its color, its movement with the wind, its
context with respect to its surroundings, its size in compar
ison to nearby objects and the pattern of its trunk, branches
and leaves that it is indeed a tree of a particular species.
We do not need to touch it or read a label affixed to it. It
has all the visual characteristics of that sort of tree. As
the late Chairman Krushchev said, to illustrate a particular
point he was making, "If it looks like a duck, walks like a
duck, swims like a duck and only associates with ducks, one
begins to suspect that it may be a duck".

So it is with most things we can sec and manv things that we
can't see. There is something about the appearance of .-in ob
ject, and in its context with other objects both similar and
dissimilar, which sets it apart. The eye-brain combination
goes through an enormous number of object classifications in
the space of a brief instant of seeing. The main object char
acteristics which permit this are spectral signatures, config
uration, texture and context.

Spectral signature refers essentially to color, or, more spe
cifically, to the relative energy at different wavelengths
which is reflected from the object and detected. The eye de
tects reflected energy in the fairly narrow wavelength range
between 400 and 700 nanometers (nm), i.e., from deep violet
to dark red.

Normally one considers spectral response in terms of the spec
tral bandwidth of the sensor being used. As far as the eve is
concerned, a tree's spectral reflectance would begin at 400 nm
and show a low level of reflected energy in the violet to blue
area (400 to 500 nm), rise to a peak in the green to yellow
(500 to 600 nm), then decrease through the orange to red range
(600 to 700 nm). In other words, a tree looks green. The
plot of these reflectancc-vs-wavclength values comprises the
spectral signature for the object or species in question.
Different trees have signatures of different shapes which peak
at slightly different points in the visible spectrum.

Given sensors which detect reflected energy at wavelengths
shorter than 400 nm and longer than 700 nm, we discover that
we can detect things not visible to the naked eye. Oil films
on water reflect significant reflected energy iii the 300 to
100 nm range but are scarcely detectable in the visible range
|5|. A whole new world of vegetation detection and speciation
takes place in the range just above 700 nm where chlorophyll
reflectance peaks occur [6,7,8].
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Configuration and texture go hand in hand and are somewhat
scale-dependent. A close-up of a tree would show the intri
cate pattern of branches, the shape of leaves and leaf clus
ters, perhaps the roughness of the bark and whether or not the
leaves were shiny or dull. At a distance these characteris
tics would vanish completely or take on mass characteristics.
Thus a hardwood forest looks pebbly from a considerable height
and an evergreen forest rather spiky. The words coarse and
smooth can be used to describe differing vegetative masses
seen in small scale. Similarly, forests can have sharp or
diffuse borders, depending on environmental and man-imposed
conditions.

Context is an important part of remote sensing interpretation.
Given an object floating on the water, one would not normally
assume it to be an automobile, past Volkswagen ads notwith
standing. Similarly, a tree growing in a wet or swampy area
is much more likely to be a willow than a spruce. We asso
ciate certain types of vegetation and certain types of activ
ities with certain environments. A barrier island would be
expected to have, say, Spartina patens and Spartina spartinae
growing on the dune tops . Conversely, the presence of those
or similar grasses could indicate the presence of a dune.
Taken by themselves, spectral signature, configuration, tex
ture or context are seldom conclusive. Taken together, partic
ularly when spot-correlated by field verification, a very high
level of confidence can be assumed for identification. Fur
thermore, there are image enhancement techniques available
which not only increase the probability of positive identifi
cation of a given species, feature or property, but also sim
plify the task of picking it out from its surroundings.

Aerial Photography. Photography is possibly the simplest and
most useful of all remote sensing techniques. It works in the
visible range like the human eye and also in the near ultra
violet and near infrared where the human eye will not respond.
A vertical photograph provides a map-like record which, with
proper manipulation, enlargement (or reduction) and projection,
can be used to make or to update a map. A camera, used with
appropriate film and filter combinations, will provide mapping
or monitoring data on most of the parameters of interest to
the coastal zone manager. The literature is replete with de
tailed examples. These include: shoreline; roads: struc
tures; topography; water areas; sand beaches; speciation; areal
coverage and relative biomass of vegetation in salt water,
brackish water, marshes, swamps and on land; algae and plank
ton blooms; reefs; submerged rocks; navigation hazards; chan
nels; storm damage to coastal features and structures; long-
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shore current patterns; wave refraction patterns; sand bars;
turbidity plumes; quantitative trubidity; gross pollution; cf-
luent plumes; oil spills; oil seeps; internal waves; water
mass borders; seasonal variations in vegetation (emergence,
maturity, senescence); herbicide effects; land use patterns:
recreational activity; construction development: beach erosion
and accretion; and water depths.

This is not necessarily a complete list. These are merely the
parameters being sensed photographically on a regular basis
now. New applications turn up frequently.

On the negative side, sensing all of these things on a
single flight is difficult because different films and filters
are sometimes required, necessitating additional passes over
the same area. Furthermore, single-lens or single camera
techniques don't necessarily produce optimum results with re
spect to speciation, biomass and separation of healthy growth
from diseased or stressed growth.

Once spectral signatures arc accurately known, multispectral
photography can be used to maximizc the effects of spectral
differences. This technique |6,7| uses panchromatic film and
several lenses, each of which uses a carefully selected narrow
band filter whose central wavelength is chosen to enhance the
spectral signature differences in the field of view. The sim
ultaneous images, exposed adjacent to one another on a common
strip of film, are subsequently developed and projected to
gether through contrasting color filters to form .i single col
or print. Careful selection of the color print filters pro
vides still greater image contrast for optimum differentiation
|6].

Another photo enhancement technique is density slicing, where
in iso-density areas within a given black and white negative
are separated by special processing techniques, then reassem
bled in strongly contrasting hues on a color print in much
the same way that multispectral composite prints are made.

Except for turbidity (including gross pollution), photographic
techniques do not yet afford direct quantitative measurement
of the classic water quality parameters or of specific pollu
tants. F.stuarine salinity can be determined roughly and indi
rectly by reference to vegetation species in a given area.
Similarly, anomalous warm or cool plumes arc sometimes marked
by differences in water clarity or by the uncharacteristic
presence or absence of a given plant species. For direct de
tection of water surface temperature, one must go to thermal
scanners operating in the 12 micron wavelength or to microwave
systems in the 6-8 centimeter band. Salinity can be measured
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quantitatively be going to a still lower frequency, the 21 cm
band. However, unless an accurate knowledge of surface water
temperatures and salinities were to become extremely important
to the coastal zone manager, it would be better not to go to
the additional expense involved in operation of thermal scan
ning and/or microwave gear.

Satellite Imagery. The sensors discussed so far are those
which can be taken aboard an aircraft, though not necessarily
a large one. Satellite-borne systems are an alternate moni
toring methodology. With respect to coastal zone monitoring
use, the appropriate satellite is LANDSAT-1 (ex-ERTS-1) with
its multispectral scanner.

The satellite orbit is inclined 14 1/2 degrees to the Equator
and sun-synchronous, returning to the same ground path at the
same time of day once every 18 days. The sensor scans perpen
dicular to the orbital path by means of an oscillating mirror,
satellite motion providing the along-track progression. The
optical energy received is sensed in four bands, nominally 500
to 600 nm (Band 4), 600 to 700 nm (Band 5), 700 to 800 nm
(Band 6) and 800 to 1100 nm (Band 7). The instantaneous field
of view of the sensor subtends an earth area square of 79
meters, the 10 microsecond sampling rate reducing the cross-
track field width to 56 meters. The resultant ground resolu
tion rectangle, called a "pixel", is roughly the shape and
size of a football field, goal line to goal line. The optical
energy value for each pixel, for each of the four bands, is
measured in terms of an arbitrary scene radiance scale from 0
to 63 and encoded into a 6-bit word. The encoded data are
transmitted continuously at 15 megabit per second rate to
ground receivers. Received data are reconstituted in various
ways, including 1:1,000,000 scale map format with a separate,
registerable map for each band [9].

Given the satellite's altitude of over 900 kilometers and the
complexities of the sensing and transmitting process, the de
tail afforded in the recons.tructed 1:1,000,000 scale black and
white film positives is nothing short of incredible. As is
the case with the piano-playing elephant, one doesn't fault
the beast for his ponderous technique or limited repertoire,
one merely marvels that he can do it at all.

l.ANDSAT-1 data are useful for coastal zone management even
within the limitations imposed by scale and resolution. The
four separate bands provide film positive data roughly equiv
alent to what one would get from a very low resolution multi-
spectral camera with non-selective, broad-band filters. One
of the data formats from I.ANDSAT-1 is a computer compatible
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tape (CCT) which, when computer processed with appropriate
algorithms, produces enhanced information which can he of sig
nificantly greater value for coastal parameter identification
than the film positives alone.

These techniques were the subject of a report by NASA's Coast
al Estuary Analysis Team 10. 'The team found that unenhanced
I.ANDSAT-I imagery (separate film positives and color compos
ites) could invariably detect and differentiate between water,
turbidity zones, plankton blooms, salt marsh, forest and
roads. The same imagery could sometimes detect and differen
tiate between wetlands in general, swamps and marshes, land,
sand, dune vegetation, bridges, urban culture and rice fields.

By going to computer analysis of tapes, using clustering algo
rithms such as ISOCI.S (NASA/JSC) and NSCI.AS (Purdue Universi
ty), the confidence levels for identification of wetlands of
all types, sand, and barrier flat vegetation were raised from
"sometimes" to "always". Furthermore, it became possible to
consistently differentiate between hardwoods and softwoods.

It is seen that satellites have a certain capacity for nioni-
toeing, having the capability to differentiate between broad
classes ol" terrain, water features and vegetation. However,
as previously stated, the system is very resolution-1imited.

I.ANDSAT-1 advantages are:
* the ability to map gross coastal features and to monitor

them at a fairly frequent interval (every 18 day sequence
during which the coastal area is free of clouds),

* little or no capital outlay for equipment,
* moderate cost of imagery, tapes and computer time, and
" relatively few people needed to analyze and manage data.

The disadvantages arc:
* inferior differentiation capability and resolution,
* inability to track small-area problems,
* inability to monitor time-dependent phenomena or quickly

follow up on specific events, e.g., obtain storm dam.n;e
assessment,

* fixed scale, format and sensor array, and
* high marginal costs for image enhancement.

Photography, on the other hand, assuming an in-house or con
tract capability, provides a contrasting balance of advantages
anil disadvantages.

Advantages of photography arc:
* high resolution,
* choice of scale, format and technique to suit the problen,
* wide scope of identification and differentiation capabili

ties applicable to nearly all coastal zone problems of ii:i-
protance, plus image enhancement if dicsired,

* event-response and follow-up capability on demand,
* simple image interpretation procedures, and
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* wide scope of identification and differentiation capabili
ties applicable to nearly all coastal zone problems of im
portance, plus image enhancement if desired,
event-response and follow-up capability on demand,
simple image interpretation procedures, and
stereo capability for topographic and bathymetric mapping.

The disadvantages are:
* capital costs, staffing and other expenses (and/or contract

costs) involved in taking and processing photography,
* higher staffing level needed for data interpretation, anal

ysis and management of data, and
* higher level of program commitment involved.

Coastal Remote Sensing System Costs. It seems clear that re
mote sensing monitoring techniques have a very substantial
utility from the coastal zone manager's viewpoint. They pro
vide answers to the managers' questions as to what the coastal
zone is like, what its features and properties are, what is
happening there at a given time, and what the trends are in
natural and human activity. Given remote sensing's operation
al desirability and technical practicability, are the various
methodologies economically feasible? This section deals with
that question.

Satellite monitoring should be considered first because it is
less expensive for the user than aerial photography. Within
the framework of satellite monitoring, the only viable system
options would seem to be film positives and tape manipulation.
The first option involves analyzing and comparing the imagerv
from the 240 mm wide, 1:1,000,000 scale black and white film'
positives from Bands 4 through 7 and from the simulated false
color infrared composite at the same scale which is made from
Bands 4,5 and 7. A fair amount of information may be ob
tained from this imagery and it provides a permanent record of
a given satellite pass. Using Texas as an example, seven
scenes cover the entire coastal zone and each scene would com
prise (1) black and white film positives, and (3) a four-times
color print enlargement of the compostie. Based on the
assumption that 50 percent of the orbital images in a single
year would be sufficiently cloud-free to be worth ordering,
the annual cost would be about $20,000. One fourth of this
would be for imagery, the balance for costs involving one per
son to handle image interpretation and data management |11|.
The tape manipulation option adds a capability which increases
the likelihood of image identification and differentiation.
The output can be on standard computer printout sheets with each
pixel being represented by a printout character. Coverage,
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unless special software were incorporated, would include all
areas in all scenes. Again using Texas as an example, comput
er enhancement would cost, at minimum, about $50,000 pee year,
of which about $35,000 would go for computer related costs and
the balance for one additional person 111 J.

With respect to aerial photography, there are two ways to go.
The usual procedure is to try to acquire copies of whatever
existing photography may be available from outside sources,
hoping this will somehow satisfy the need. This approach
tends to make satellite imagery look quite good by compari
son. It is replete with frustration and probably should not
he seriously considered for a program as specialized as parame
tric monitoring in the coastal zone. Rejecting the photo-of-
opportunity gambit, what remains is flying (or contracting to
have flown) one's own photography. If' a state or regional
agency has a continuing requirement for a substantial amount
of photography it would cost about the same in the long run
to contract as to operate in-house. The in-house option per
mits a flexibility and responsiveness not possible with con
tract operations except at permium cost. The former proce
dure is the one recommended.

Format, size, and therefore cost of aircraft and photographic
equipment, would seem to he a key issue. A state like Texas,
with its offshore barrier islands, vegetated estuaries and
extensive marshes, would need large ground coverage per photo
in doing general assessment photography of the entire coastal
area. This means a requirement for a camera of 9" x 9" format
size flown at relatively high altitude. States witli regualr
coastlines and uncomplicated estuaries, e.g., California and
Oregon, might get by with just the smaller, less expensive
70 mm format cameras for general assessment photography.

Problem-oriented photography, usually involving larger scale
coverage of rather small areas, benefits from tise of tandem
cameras (color and color infrared, color infrared and narrow
band panchromatic, etc.) and smaller, easier-to-handle format.
This work can be readily accomplished using 70 mm cameras.

Most states would need both 9" x 9" and 70 mm photography.
This requirement can actually be fulfilled with a relatively
small platform, the Cessna 206, for instance. This aireran
is a little larger than the popular Cessna 182 and is avail
able with a turbo-charged engine that can provide a 25,000
foot altitude capability. The behind-thc-cockpit area is
large enough to accommodate a 9" x 9" format camera, whose
mount could alternately handle a multispectral camera or two
to four 70 mm format cameras. The 25,000 foot flying alti
tude, coupled with a 6 inch focal length camera of 9" x 9"
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image size, would produce 1:50,000 scale photography seven
plus miles on a side with sufficient resolution for updating
maps of 1:24,000 scale. ' ln1.

Considering its capabilities, the system would require a rela
tively modest capital outlay and annual operating cost. Cap-
Wrl^l1? "°?ld lnCludc the C0Sts of '^ifying'a contractaircralt tor photography; purchasing a used 9" x 9" format
mapping camera and two new 70 mm cameras with 40 mm, 80 mm
m™ l!T len*es! Purchasing equipment for processing 70 mm
film and purchasing equipment for analysis and projection of
both film sizes This would come to about $60,000. Purchase
of a good used aircraft would increase the capital cost Ivperhaps $40,000 to $50,000 [11]. capital cost by

Operating costs are based on the amount of photography done
per year and the staffing level involved. The followinc
us^r^xayr "^ t0 °btai" thP C°St mode1' '--d on'system

C1) reau!ree9"CvO"naK "vera«c of the Texas coastal zone willrnr *9 Photography to be flown of the entire
coast tour times per year.

(2) m,?r~aJ ?urP°se and Problem-oriented photography will re
quire twice as much additional flight hours for 70 mm
SveraggrePhy ** *" inVOlVed in SeaS°"al totSl cS.««"
The total photomonitoring staff will include a pilot/mis-
"?™"' a Photographer/darkroom technician r.

visor/cartographer, two photointerpreter/cartooraphcrsone data manager and one clerical employee. '*

Pleased1 aircraft°P$l^nnV0^? W°U,d l>C about $"0,000 with^t^nc L ,• ,' »135,000 with a state-owned aircraft 1111States having substantially smaller coastal zones and there-

.... ,;:& j.,i,K.?uii's.?:.ss,.syi?,r;?isks:!'b°

imnrt^ni Tl'-S ln turn would depend on the relative

•.'!>"> until confidence ,s gained in the use of normal imagery.

(3)
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It would seem that an adequate initial remote sensing system
capability should include satellite film imagery and in-house
aerial photography as discussed above. Satellite tape manip
ulation and multispectral photography could be added later as
the need becomes evident. This minimal svstem would require,
for Texas, a capital outlay of $60,000 or'$100,000 and annual
operating expenditures of $170,000 or $155,000, depending on
whether or not the photo aircraft were owned or leased. Costs
Tor other coastal states, or coastal regions, would be some
what different, depending on such factors as length of coast
line involved and level of detail required.

States' Monitoring Needs. Most coastal states have coastal
zones which are substantially smaller than Texas'. It would
not seem reasonable for New Hampshire, with its 20-some mile
coastline, to opt for funding its own remote sensing monitor
ing capability. But, in consortium with adjacent coastal
states, or with a New England region, New Hampshire could well
afford a fair pro rata share.

There are states, however, with coastlines as long as Texas',
or estuaries which are even more complex, or coastal problems
of even greater urgency. Their appropriate funding level for
coastal zone management could be roughly equivalent to Texas'
(some may be even higher) and the need for their own monitoring
system will be just as great. It's reasonable to assume that
such states could also provide funding for remote sensing mon
itoring. These states' coastal problems won't be identical to
Texas'. Nevertheless, certain monitoring rcmiircrocnts remain
the same for all states. Examples are:
* photography of existing shorelines for updating maps
* monitoring of beach accreation and erosion
ft observation of pollution sources and effluent plumes
* monitoring oil spills and effects
* assessment of storm damage
* monitoring changes in coastal vegetation patterns
* monitoring changes in coastal land use
* monitoring levels of coastal recreation activity
* monitoring coastal dynamics and sediment transport
* monitoring dredge material dispersal

monitoring the impact of coastal real estate development.*

The monitoring techniques arc generally quite similar, whether
the coastline is one where waves pound against cliffs or one
with extensive off-lying harrier islands and shallow, brackish
marshes. Differences in coastal zone problems between states
are dictated more by politics and environmental philosophy
than by coastal topography and geology.
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A Monitoring System Development Plan. There arc no over
whelming technical problems involved in the development of
a coastal zone monitoring system. All of the parametric
measurement techniques discussed or implied herein are with
in the state-of-the-art, many in general use in a refined
state. The requirements highlighted in the previous section
can, for the most part, be reasonably satisfied by use of
color, color infrared and panchromatic infrared photography,
singly or in combination.

The Remote Sensing Center at Texas ASM now hopes to initi
ate a test of photographic techniques, conducted in the
context of their usability in a coastal monitoring system
of reasonable simplicity. Successful preliminary work in
1975 [8] points up the feasibility of developing an effective
low-cost system. The proposed test area is the coastline
and estuary running roughly from Galveston, Texas to Free-
port, Texas. This area embodies most of the problems and
features found along the entire Texas coast, including
those typical of other states' coastal zones. These include:

* oil spills and natural oil seepage
* a coastline highly subject to storm damage
* heavy industrial buildup along the estuary
* active real estate "development" of estuarine marsh lands
* heavy dredging activity for channel maintenance
* effluent plumes both in the estuary and offshore
* substantial ocean shipping activity
* changing patterns of land use
* a relatively productive and fragile estuarine ecology
* extensive estuarine and dune vegetation
* heavy coastal recreation activity
* an active commercial fishing economy
* substantial Intracoastal Waterway activity
* a coastal town soon to become the inshore terminus of
* an offshore oil terminal

Aerial photography would be flown and ground-correlated over
a year's time in order to record seasonal changes in spectral
signatures and seasonal variations in natural phenomena and
cultural activities.

Although the test site will be in Texas, every effort will be
made to show the universal applicability of the techniques
tested. Similarly, the cost model will be amenable to dimen
sioning in terms of other states' requirements.
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